
AN ANALYSIS OF A WEBSITE

Is your website making the same mistake and losing customers to the competition ? Use this website analysis checklist
to help you quickly get more traffic.

Do your videos disappear? The Basic plan is free, but it offers limited reporting. Most are free and some have
a free component to them 1. Use this website analysis checklist to help you quickly get more traffic, qualified
leads, and conversions. Take a look at Google Webmaster Tools to view a list of the sites that link to your
website. Even if your website is the most beautifully designed website in the world, you will lose every single
time to a website that is clear. The ROI your marketing campaign needs to hit is completely dependent on your
business and its goals. So how do you know which links are currently pointing to your website? The Alexa
toolbar includes the ranking of the site that the user is visiting, as well as related links and search terms. HINT:
For just about any business or website, a high returning visitor count is a great gauge of how resourceful and
authoritative your website is. Take a look and see how your site stacks up by conducting your own website
analysis. Point out inconsistencies in menus among multiple pages and organizational issues such as links that
are difficult to find. Without having to look directly at every single element of your marketing campaign, the
most important thing you need to know at all times throughout your marketing efforts is this: What is my
Return on Investment ROI from my marketing plan? Clearly tell your visitors 3 things: 1. The reviewer should
not just be an editor looking for comma errors or spelling mistakes but someone willing to express concerns
about the way your ideas come across. Good luck with the analysis of your marketing efforts. This tool lets
you see how many of your visitors viewed, engaged, abandoned, or converted on your website forms. If you
want to try out their Business plan, you can sign up for a day free trial. When was the last time you did a
website analysis to check-up on your website? Here is an example of a tweet which contains Twitter card
information i. These numbers are broken down into direct traffic, referring search engines and referring
websites. Is your content benefit driven or is it just you bragging about yourself?


